
CLIENT DESCRIPTION
Our client is a prominent regional food distributor that is located in 
the heart of Baltimore city. They focus on providing and distributing 
the highest quality meats, poultry, seafood and game to restaurants in 
Baltimore, Washington and the rest of the Mid-Atlantic region. They 
deliver custom cut meat and freshly ground beef on a daily basis.

CLIENT NEED
Due to rapid growth, our client needed extra storage space. They decided 
to build an addition onto their building to enlarge their freezer capacity. 
The client needed new racking to properly utilize the added space. Having 
a long and healthy relationship with the client, S. W. Betz was called on to 
identify the proper storage system for the new space.

SOLUTION
Randy Farnum, VP of Sales and Operations, worked with both the  
client and their builder to help identify the most efficient storage solution. 
The final layout created 108 bays of selective pallet rack for the client 
consisting of pallet rack frames and beams, wire mesh decks and post 
protectors. S. W. Betz both procured and installed all of the proper 
materials for the client. S. W. Betz prides itself on being a “turnkey” 
solution for their clients, as evidenced in this project. The client was 
extremely happy with both the end result of the project as well as the overall 
process and has worked with S. W. Betz on two more similar projects.

PROJECT PROFILE

Contact us with your unique needs and  
let one of our experienced weighing and 
material handling sales representatives 
develop a customized solution geared 
towards your specific needs.

800-332-0322
S.W. Betz Company, Inc.
7014 Golden Ring Road, Rosedale, MD 21237
410-574-1414                  410-574-8034 (fax)
info@swbetz.com            www.swbetz.com

Advance Scale
2400 Egg Harbor Road, Lindenwold, NJ 08021
888-447-2253                 856-627-7200 (fax)
www.advancescale.com

S. W. Betz Company is a material handling distributor located in 
Baltimore, MD and has been serving companies in the Mid-Atlantic 
region since its inception since 1933.

As of July 1, 2015, S. W. Betz has merged with Advance Scale, a 
leader in the scale industry. Located in Lindenwold, New Jersey, 
Advance Scale specializes in installing and servicing scales of all 
capacities. Together, S.W. Betz and Advance will continue to identify 
solutions that meet the unique needs of their customers, deliver 
exceptional value and provide excellent customer service.

A Division of Advance Scale of Maryland, LLC


